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Seventh grade science includes a mixture of Earth, Physical and Life Sciences, with Engineering
projects built into the curriculum. The overall goal of the class is to motivate and spark a deep
interest in science and engineering in all students, as well as for students to learn to think and act
like scientists while building science literacy. This is achieved through dynamic lessons, inquiry
labs, and room for exploring one’s curiosity in the subject area.

The following units will be covered this year:
● Chemical Reactions and Matter
● Chemical Reactions and Energy
● Metabolic Reactions
● Matter Cycling and Photosynthesis
● Ecosystem Dynamics and Biodiversity
● Earth’s Resources and Human Impact

GRADING
Grades will be earned in a total points format, with tests and quizzes receiving greater weights
(amount of points) than labs or assignments. Daily work will be scored based on level of
completion.

Categories Projects, Final Models, Assessments Labs, Worksheets, Warm-Ups,
Notes, Reviews

Edit/Late
Work Policy

Students may edit assessments for up
to 83% or an extra 5% increase on the
assessment grade.  Assessment edits
must be completed before the
following unit assessment or the end
of the semester, whichever comes first.

All daily work for a unit must be turned
in prior to the unit assessment. Daily
work may not be edited.

Grading Scale Standard 0-100% grading scale
93-100% A
90-92.9% A-
87-89.9% B+
83-86.9% B
80-82.9% B-
77-79.9% C+
73-76.9% C
70-72.9% C-
67-69.9% D+
60-66.9% D
0-59%   F

Modified 50-100% grading scale
Same as standard scale except with a
minimum score of 50%.



Absent or Late Work
If a student is absent from class, they should check Google Classroom to see what was missed,
then reach out to me if clarification is necessary. For excused absences, students have one day for
each day absent to make up work. Quizzes and tests may be made up during lunch, before
school, or by other arrangement. Students will need to arrange a time with me to make up any
missed labs.

Course Resources

● Science Notebook - Students will use a composition notebook for much of their science
work, including warm-ups, notes, labs, observations, analysis and conclusions.
Notebooks may be kept in the classroom and taken home as necessary.

● Chromebook - Students are expected to bring their charged BISD Chromebook to each
class for any digital assignments that may be given.

● Google Classroom - There is no textbook for this class, however slideshows, documents
and other resources will be posted regularly on Google Classroom.

This is going to be an exciting and challenging year! I look forward to working with you and
please feel free to contact me by either email or phone.

Sincerely,

Scott Orness
206.780.4539
sorness@bisd303.org
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